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Mixed mode I/II stress intensity factors of an edge slant-cracked plate under tensile loading
were assessed. A two-dimensional finite element analysis was employed using ABAQUS.
Various crack lengths and angles were analyzed. The effect of the crack location at the plate
edge was also examined. Crack initiation angles were calculated. In general, modes I and II
stress intensity factor increase with increasing crack length. However, the rate of increase in
mode I SIF decreases with increasing the main crack angle. The results showed that stress
intensity factors decreased ad the crack mouth approaches the edge mid line. The crack location
becomes more significant as the crack length increases. The angle of first cracking depends on
crack length, location, and angle.
© 2017 Growing Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Due to the vast development in engineering structures, cracks may exist under complex state of
loading. A failure may occur despite of the validity of strength of materials and elasticity theory.
Therefore, a wide development in crack propagation study is needed in the fracture mechanics filed.
Mixed mode crack propagation is a vital in fracture mechanics. This includes the determination of crack
initiation angles which describe the first instant of cracking path. Several criteria were proposed in
many researchers to address and to predict the crack initiation angle in loading leading to I/II mixed
mode fracture at the crack tip (Khan & Khraisheh, 2000; Ayatollahi & Aliha, 2009; Mirsayar et al.,
2014; Mirlohi & Aliha, 2013; Mirsayar & Samaei, 2014; Aliha et al., 2010, 2013; Aliha, & Ayatollahi,
2012). Many criteria are used to understand the fracture behavior of materials under mixed mode I/II
loading conditions such as maximum tangential stress (Erdogan & Shi, 1963), minimum strain energy
density (Sih & Macdonald, 1974), maximum energy release rate (Hussain, 1974; Nuismer, 1975) and
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maximum tangential strain (Chang, 1981). Numerous experimental and numerical analyses were
performed and various types of specimens (Arcan et al., 1978; Richard & Benitz, 1983; Ayatollahi &
Aliha, 2009, 2011; Aliha & Ayatollahi, 2013; Mirsayar, 2014; Akbardoost, 2014; Akbardoost et al.,
2014; Abd-Elhady, 2013; Aliha et al., 2015a, b, 2016a,b) were introduced by researchers and used in
experimental analyses. Stress intensity factor, SIF, for crack surfaces under opening mode in a linearelastic solid can be determined by extrapolations-based methods or energy-based methods. Energybased methods such as J-Integral, energy release are extensively utilized in many references (Kanninen
& Popelar, 1985; Tada et al., 2000) and commercial finite element, FE codes (ANSYS, FRANC2D,
ABAQUS).
Determination of SIF and strain energy release rate by FE method requires either employing special
elements to capture the stress singularity near the crack tip or generating a refined mesh around the
crack tip. Analysis with conventional elements near the crack tip needs very small elements to capture
the stress behavior at crack tip (Hammouda et al., 2002, 2004, 2007; Fayed, 2008). To avoid such
refined mesh, Hanshell and Shaw (1975) and Barsoum (1976, 1977) proposed a special element to
correctly address the crack tip singularity. Bhadauria et al. (2010) used ANSYS to numerically calculate
the SIF for mixed mode (I/II) fracture for an inclined edge crack with crack angles of 0º, 15º, 30º, 45º,
and 50º. They utilized six different crack initiation angle criteria with the estimated SIF to predict the
crack initiation angle. They concluded that the material behaved in a brittle manner as the crack
inclination angle increased. Petit et al. (1996) evaluated the mixed mode I/II SIFs, KI and KII, and
simulated the crack propagation for an inclined edge crack panel with crack angle of 45º. They obtained
the displacement field through FE method. Ayhan (2004) utilized three-dimensional enriched FE to
estimate mixed mode SIFs for deflected and inclined surface cracks in finite-thickness plates under
uniform tensile remote loading. However, the problem of slant cracks with offset positions from plate
center has not been widely numerically addressed by finite element techniques. Thus, the main
objective of the present work is to quantify the known effect of crack position on mixed mode I and II
SIFs of opened cracks in tension. Therefore, a mixed mode finite element analysis was carried out using
the ABAQUS finite program on an edge-slant crack under uniaxial loading. Mode I/II stress intensity
factors in various crack position along the plate height were examined. The effect of crack length and
main crack inclination angle was considered. The crack initiation angles were also determined.
2. Present finite element idealization
Inclined edge crack in a plate under tensile loading was analyzed. A full model of the plate was
utilized because of the unsymmetrical model. The finite element program ABAQUS 6.14 was utilized.
The present model was adopted to examine the mixed mode I/II fracture behavior of the crack. The
investigation was performed under load control and plane stress conditions.
As illustrated in Fig. 1a, the plate was 200 mm height, 2H, 100 mm width, W. Crack length, a, to
plate width ratios, a/W, of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 were analyzed with a crack angle,  ranging from
zero to 75° measured in a counterclockwise from the horizontal axis. Different relative crack positions,
h, to plate height, i.e. h/H, ranging from 0 to 0.8 in a step of 0.1 were analyzed. The plate was modeled
for an isotropic material with modulus of elasticity, E = 206 GPa, and Poisson’s ratio,  = 0.3. To
successfully capture the stress gradients (as recommended in ABAQUS User’s Manual, 2014), CPS8;
a generally adopted 8-node biquadratic plane stress quadrilateral with fully integrated elements type
having two degrees of freedom in x and y directions were used. The crack tip approached to the
boundary of the specimen when crack position was close to top of the plate. Thus, the radius of relevant
elements was purposely devised such that the effect of the boundary was minimized.
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Fig. 1. A typical example of the present idealization; (a) The general dimensions of the
model with the boundary conditions, (b) A part of the mesh at crack tip region
The plate was loaded with a uniform tensile axial stress, 10 MPa, applied at its upper surface.
The bottom surface was restricted along the y-direction and one node, at x=0 and y=-H, was further
restricted in both directions as shown in Fig. 1(a). A typical example of the present idealization
associated with the shape of elements at the crack tip region is shown in Fig. 1(b). A singular strain
field generates at the crack tip. The calculation accuracy of the stress and strain and the contour integral
will be enriched by considering singularity. Such singularity was considered by modeling the crack tip
region with a ring of triangles as shown in Fig. 2. Thus, the numerically calculated stress field near the
crack tip should evidence the r -1/2 radial stress distribution.

Fig. 2. Quarter node element at crack tip
The following formulae was used to calculate the normalized stress intensity factors, YI and YII

√

where:

√
KI is mode I stress intensity factor
KII is mode II stress intensity factor
a is crack length
o is the applied tensile stress

(1)
(2)
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The prediction of the crack deflection angles was based on the maximum strain energy release rate
criterion. The maximum energy release rate criterion postulates that an ideally elastic solid fractures
along the plane, oriented at an angle to the plane of the pre-crack, which maximizes the energy release
rate. Linear elastic analysis was performed.
4. Results and Discussion
In the case of a single straight edge crack panel under pure opening mode I SIF, i.e.  = zero, the
following closed form solutions is used for calculating the SIF when a/W ≤ 0.6 (Tada et al., 2000).
(3)

√

where YI is the geometry correction factor and it is usually a function of both crack length, a, and panel
width, W. YI is calculated for the case of straight single edge crack is in the middle of the plate’s height,
i.e. h/H = 0, as (Tada et al., 2000):
1.122

0.231

10.55

21.71

30.382

(4)

For this case, Fig. 3 shows a close agreement between the present results in the case of single edge
crack at  = 0o with the results of both formula (4) (Tada et al., 2000) and Azlan and Ismail (2014) in
the case of h/H = 0 and different crack length, a/W. Therefore, the present model was adopted for the
following analysis.

Fig. 3. Geometry correction factor, YI, for single horizontal edge crack at different crack lengths, a/W
in the case of h/H = 0: A comparison
Fig. 4 illustrates the effect of the size of the crack and the crack angle on mode I and mode II SIFs,
respectively, KI and KII, in the case of h/H = 0. Fig. 4(a) shows that, for the same crack size, as crack
angle,  increases KI decreases and tends to be zero at  = 90o. For the same  as crack length increases,
KI increases. The rate of increase of KI is more significant at small crack angles. However, for  > 60o,
as the crack angle increases the crack length has no pronounced effect on KI. The decrease in KI with
increasing  is due to the expected decrease in the contribution of the force acting normal to the crack
surface. Fig. 4(b) illustrates that KII values increase from zero at  = 0o to reach a maximum value
followed by a decrease in KII towards zero at  = 90o. For all the analyzed crack lengths, the maximum
value was nearly in in the range 30o < < 50o. Further, as the crack length increases, mode II SIF
increases. For higher crack inclination angles, i.e.  > 60o, the rate of increase of KII is relatively low
as a/W increases.
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A comparison is shown in Fig. 5 between the present results and relevant data due to Theocaris and
Papadopoulos, (1984) who calculated KI for slant cracks with crack angles ranging from 0o, to 75°. A
good agreement is noticed. Fig. 6 depicts the mixed mode I/II SIFs for various crack positions, angles
and lengths. In general, as crack position changes from 0 to 0.9, mode I SIF increases. That increase
depends on the crack angle and length. In other words, mode I SIF increases slightly at a certain range
of h/H beyond which the increase becomes sharp to reach a maximum value at h/H = yst dependent on
both crack angle and length. yst represents the crack position at which the increase in mode I SIF
becomes sharp. For a/W = 0.1, mode I and II SIFs increase slightly in the range from h/H = 0 to h/H =
0.6 followed by a rise to maximum values at h/H = 0.8 for all the analyzed crack angles. However, for
a/W = 0.3 and 0.5, the position, yst, changes with changing the crack angle and the rise becomes steeper
at higher angles. For an example at a/W = 0.3, for  =0o, 15°, 30°, 45°, 60° and 75°, yst takes place,
respectively, at h/H = 0.6, 0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, and 0.1. As the crack length increases, the effect of crack
position becomes more pronounced.

Fig. 4. Normalized mode I and II SIFs, YI and YII, respectively, for slant edge crack at different crack
lengths, a/W, in the case of h/H = 0

Fig. 5. Normalized mode I SIFs for slant edge cracks at different crack lengths (a/W) in the case of
h/H = 0
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To clarify the effect of crack position on mode II SIF, Fig. 7a is an example in the case of a/W =
0.3 and h/H changes from 0 to 0.6. It can be noticed that for 45o > > 0o there a slight decrease of mode
II SIF as h/H increases at h/H < 0.3 after which the rate of decrease increases to reach a minimum at
h/H = 0.6. On the other hand, for  > 45o, there is an increase of mode II SIF with increasing h/H. For
the same h/H, mode II SIF increases with increasing crack angle to reach a maximum followed by a
decrease in mode II SIF. The maximum values were about in the range of 40o < <50o for h/H ≤ 0.4.
While, for h/H > 0.4, maximum mode II SIF occurs nearly at  = 60o, Fig. 7b. The effect of a/W and 
on the crack initiation angle, , is described in Fig. 8. For the same crack angle at position h/H = 0, an
increase in a/W does not result in a pronounced effect on the predicted value of . There is a good
agreement between the present crack initiation results at h/H=0 and the data found due to Ewing et al.
(1976).

Fig. 6. Normalized mode I and II SIFs for slant edge cracks at different crack positions ,h/H ,and
various crack lengths ,a/W ,with different crack angles ,
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Fig. 7. Effect of crack position, h/H, and crack Fig. 8. Effect of crack position, h/H, and crack
angle, , on normalized mode II SIF for slant angle, , on first crack initiation angle, , at
edge cracks with crack length, a/W = 0.3
different crack lengths, a/W
As shown in Fig. 8(a), for the same crack angle and a/W =0.1, the crack initiation angle is nearly
the same for crack positions near to the middle of the plate, when h/H ≤ 0.6. However, as the crack
gets closer to the top of the plate there is an increase of crack initiation angle. On the other hand, for
longer cracks, i.e. a/W=0.5, the crack position, h/H, becomes more effective on crack initiation angle
as shown in Fig. 8(c). It is noticed that as h/H becomes close to 1, the crack initiation approaches.
5. Conclusions
Mixed mode I/II SIFs were numerically computed for slant edge-cracked finite plate under remotely
applied tensile stress. The effects of the crack length to plate width ratio, crack inclination angle, crack
location to plate height ratio on crack initiation angles were evaluated. The results can support the
following conclusions:
(1) In general, modes I and II SIF increase with increasing crack length. However, the rate of
increase in mode I SIF decreases with increasing the main crack angle.
(2) For the same crack length, mode II SIF increases with increasing crack angle to reach a
maximum value followed by a decrease in mode II SIF.
(3) Crack locations becomes more significant on mode I and II SIF as the crack length increases
and location is near the top edge of the plate.
(4) The first crack initiation angle depends on crack length, crack location, and crack angle.
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